
Approves and signs off on 
Partnership Approval Form. 

Makes last minute edits when 
necessary.** 

Initiates partnership, facilitate college 
and university-level discussions and 

may draft

Obtains final documents for approval; 
prints and embosses agreement; 
routes agreement for university 

approval and sign off 

Approval and sign off

Finalizes and issues GSU-reviewed draft;
sends draft to OIA and partner abroad. Liaises 

partner negotiations & communications with 
OIA.  Issues final negotiated agreement to 

OIA for further processing. Where applicable, 
negotiates translation through partner contacts 

abroad.

Answers and clarifies questions/issues raised by reviewers;  
reconciles draft agreement

Approves partnership, and drafts agreement; 
coordinate college and university-level 

discussions to facilitate programming.   Sends 
signed Exchange PD Checklist for student 

exchange programs

Sends for review phase 2 (Office of 
Legal Affairs (OLA) only; Coordinates 

and tracks 2nd -level review 

Send Electronic draft to 1st-level
reviewers (ISSS,OIA & SAP). IE 
reviews “joint venture” student 

programs especially dual and joint 
degree programs or programs with 

shared courses.

Advise PD and/or college; coordinates 
GSU reviews/negotiations. When 

appropriate, drafts general university-
wide agreements.

Receives reconciled draft & moves 
agreement draft for level 2 review. 

Logs agreement in tracking system; 
coordinates & tracks review phase 1

Start 

Update International 
Partnerships  & 

tracking database. 

Tracks communication around 
agreement, and when necessary, 

coordinates GSU referrals for additional 
negotiations. 

Mails GSU approved agreement abroad 
and updates GSU files 

Relevant reviewers respond 
to feedback from abroad

OLA reviews document & 
sends feedback to GSU 

parties, including reviewers 
and PD.

Advises, reviews agreements, 
provides feedback and 

guidance.

International Partnership Agreements Process Diagram

OIA PD College Reviewers

Emails Agreement Draft

Receives signed agreement from abroad 
and notifies PD, college and relevant 

units
Get notification and copy of signed agreement 

End 

Store original effective agreement

Emails negotiated agreement

**Additional approving units include: Institutional Effectiveness, Assoc. Provost, Academic Programs, Provost, and President
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